
About the Company 

Incorporated in 2006, the company is a passive communication infrastructure provider 

Company in India, focused on providing passive communication infrastructure services 

mainly to the Telecom operators and internet service providers (“ISPs”). The company has 

been licensed by Department of Telecommunications (DoT) with the Infrastructure 

Provider (IP)-I License, under which it can establish and maintain wired networks, Duct 

space for the purpose to grant on lease or sale on IRU basis to the licensees of Telecom 

operators, ISPs etc. Its key expertise lies in the field of providing support services to 

telecom vendors which inter alia includes project management for laying of the duct and 

optic fibre cables, construction of basic transmission and telecom utilities, dark fiber 

leasing, optical fiber network construction, maintenance of duct and optic fibre and optical 

fibre project turnkey services to various Telecom network operators & broad band Service 

operators across the states of India. Some of the prominent clients of the Company 

includes telecom giants like Bharti Airtel Ltd, Idea Cellular, Vodafone, Tata 

Communications Ltd. etc. as well as ISP clients like Intech, D-vois SSV, Atria, power grid, 

Hathway, Sify riding on its fibre optic network along several routes. Apart from the above it 

also has Mahanagar Gas Limited in its client list for gas pipeline work. 

Strength

Established Optic fiber network in India: Over the past years the company has created its 

own fibre optic network of around 7500 Kms which run across Rajasthan, Gujarat, 

Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Telengana. Apart from the own network, 

The company has also undertaken Vendor Projects and developed a Network of around 9500 

Kms for its customers. This fibre network is currently being used by various companies such 

as companies like telecom operators, cable TV companies, MSOs, ISPs etc. Even after 

building a network running across 10 states, it is continuously expanding its fibre and duct 

network so as to be able to serve more customer needs and leverage economies of scale. 

Strong project management and execution capabilities: Over the last five years, the 

company has executed many projects for the telecom companies and gas companies. The 

company has a strong ROW team which liaison with the government and local authorities 

to get the projects executed with all the required permission and without any hindrances 

from the locals. The company has its own list of sub- contractor in various states that help 

us get the work executed in those respective areas. The company enjoys accreditations 

such as the ISO 9001, 14001 & OHSAS 18001 certification.

Efficient Business Model: Its growth is largely attributable to its efficient business model 

which involves careful identification and assessment of the project with emphasis on cost 

optimization which is a result of executing its projects with careful planning and strategy. Its 

business model relies more on its efficient liasoning, speed of execution, quality of work 

performed and maintenance of the laid network. The company focuses to ensure high 

quality standards, and believes, that it can deliver the project successfully with the required 

standards.

Long standing customer relationships with strong repeat business: In last three 

financial years, the company has generated more than 95% of its revenue from operations 

from its top 10 customers, among which most were its existing clients. The company has 

built long standing customer relationships which have helped us better understand its 

clients' business needs and enabled us to provide effective solutions to meet these needs.

Quality Certification: The company believes in maintaining and adheres to quality 

standards. Its execution process is closely monitored by the project supervisors. The 

company has been accredited with ISO 9001:2015certificate, 14001:2015 certificate & 

OHSAS 18001:2007 certificate.
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Issue Highlights

Industry Infrastructure

Total Issue (Shares) - Fresh Issue 10,000,000

Net Offer to the Public 10,000,000

Issue Size (Rs. Cr.) 183-185

Price Band (Rs.) 183-185

Offer Date  28-Sep-18

Close Date 3-Oct-18

Face Value  10

Lot Size 80 Equity Share 

Issue Composition

Total Issue for Sale  10,000,000

QIB  5,000,000 

NIB  1,500,000 

Retail  3,500,000 

In shares

Objects of the Issue

Ÿ Expansion of business by setting up of further OFC 

Network under IP-1 License;

Ÿ To fund expenditures towards general corporate 

purposes; and

Ÿ To meet public issue expenses.

Shareholding Pattern (%)

Particulars Pre-issue Post -issue

Promoters & promoters group 100.00% 74.68%

QIB 0.00% 12.66%

NIB 0.00% 3.80%

Retail 0.00% 8.86%

Total 100.00% 100.00%

*calculated on the upper price band

SMC Ranking
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Co-ordial relationship with its suppliers and contractors: The company maintains long term 

business relationship with its key suppliers and contractors with whom it has a mutual understanding. 

This long standing relationship with them has ensured its timely delivery of its materials, supply of 

quality materials, timely execution and work performance as per the desired guidelines. This has 

been beneficial for the company to successfully execute its projects on time and develop strong 

relationship with its suppliers and customers.

Strategies

To enhance the coverage of the Optic fiber network: With the help of its experience in the 

telecommunication sector and the increase in the digital India initiative, the company focuses on the 

identification of those networks where the Telecom companies want to operate but avoid executing 

routes due to local resistance or financial or other feasibility. By identifying such areas, it undertakes 

the work of fibre laying in those places which will increase its network coverage. The network so 

developed can be provided to the telecom operators on lease or sale on IRU basis.

Expand into business areas that create synergies with its current business: The company is 

planning to expand through its Subsidiary company into the business of ISP which could create 

synergies with its current business where it owns the fibre network which can be used by its 

subsidiary. It believes that with the increase in digitalization and building smart city projects it can 

expand its business in telecom infrastructure sector and similar business. By such expansion, it can 

take the benefit of leveraging its capabilities and gain economies of scale in operations and minimize 

its cost and maximize the profitability. 

Augment customer relationships: It intends to further develop its long-standing customer 

relationships by providing such high quality services with the same amount of dedication as the 

company has done in the past. Through its robust systems and capable project management teams, 

it intends to closely monitor client satisfaction and be responsive to their evolving needs and 

requirements. 

Enhance its project execution capabilities: It intends to continue to focus on enhancing its project 

execution capabilities. The company also intends to continue to optimize its internal management 

systems to optimize operating margins and reduce overhead costs. Further, the company intends to 

grow its execution capabilities by strengthening its human capital and attracting professionals, and 

nurturing their growth within its organization.

Continue to focus on strengthening the goodwill of its name: Over the past years, on account of its 

speed of execution, quality of work performed and maintenance of the laid network, the company has 

created its goodwill among the Telecom Operators. Further, with its dedicated team which looks after the 

cable and the duct for any cuts or damages which are repaired on regular basis it intends to provide the 

clients with an uninterrupted signal, proper flow of signal and no downtime. It also protects the cable and 

ensure that it is properly shifted to safer location where there are extensive expansions is going on.

Risk Factors

Limited number of large customers: A significant portion of company revenue is generated from 

limited number of large customers and if they are unable to maintain company relationship with such 

customers, its business, results of operations and financial condition will be materially and adversely 

affected.

Highly competitive market: The market in which they operate is highly competitive, and if they are 

unable to compete effectively, its business, prospects and results of operations may be materially and 

adversely affected.

Operations are subject to significant fluctuations:  The company results of operations are 

subject to significant fluctuations, and adverse weather conditions. Any adverse condition may 

hamper the company's ability to achieve or sustain profitability in the future, which may materially and 

adversely affect company business and prospects.

Has a number of contingent liabilities: Its contingent liabilities as at March 31, 2018 amounted to 

Rs. 37.42 cr towards Guarantees & LC excluding financial guarantees. If any of these contingent 

liabilities materializes, its results of operations and financial condition may be adversely affected.
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Industry overview

India has one of the fastest growing telecommunications sector with over 1.1 billion connections. It is 

the second largest in the world while continuing to grow at a Compounded Annual Growth Rate 

(CAGR) of 19.6 per cent from FY’07-17. Driven by an exponential surge in data consumption in the 

recent few years, India ranks among top five countries across the world in highest internet users and 

is speculated to rank as the fourth largest market by the year 2020 with two out of every three mobile 

phones to be smart phones. Optical Fiber Cable (OFC) continues to be the backbone of the digital 

world. With rapid spread of broadband connectivity and increasing usage of internet towards online 

financial transactions and sharing of confidential data, the need for secure transmission of data is 

gaining prominence. Exponential increase in the digital population and a consequential explosion in 

data consumption are necessitating the increase in carriage capacity and speed of the OFC network. 

Emerging trends in overhead carriage lines are opening up newer consumption possibilities of OFC. 

The oil and gas sector is among the core industries in India and plays a major role in influencing 

decision making for all the other important sections of the economy. In 1997-98, the New Exploration 

Licensing Policy (NELP) was envisaged to fill the ever-increasing gap between India's gas demand 

and supply. India's economic growth is closely related to energy demand. Therefore, the need for oil 

and gas is projected to grow more, thus making the sector remove conducive for investment.

Peer comparison

The company believes that none of the listed companies in India are engaged in a portfolio of 

business similar to it

Valuation

Considering the P/E valuation on the upper end of the price band of Rs. 185, the stock is priced at pre 

issue P/E of 8.82x on its annualised FY18 EPS of Rs. 20.97. Post issue, the stock is priced at a P/E of 

11.81x on its  EPS of Rs. 15.66. Looking at the P/B ratio at Rs. 185 the stock is priced at P/B ratio of  

5.04x on the pre issue book value of Rs. 36.68 and on the post issue book value of Rs. 74.23 the P/B 

comes out to 2.49x.

On the lower end of the price band of Rs. 183 the stock is priced at pre issue P/E of 8.72x on its 

estimated annualised FY18 EPS of Rs. 20.97. Post issue, the stock is priced at a P/E of 11.68x on its 

EPS of Rs. 15.66. Looking at the P/B ratio at Rs. 183, the stock is priced at P/B ratio of 4.99x on the pre 

issue book value of Rs. 36.68 and on the post issue book value of Rs. 74.23, the P/B comes out to 

2.47x.

Outlook

With established Optic fiber network in India, strong project management & execution capabilities 

and efficient Business Model, the company is expected to do well in future. However, a significant 

portion of company revenue is generated from limited number of large customers. A high risk appetite 

investor may opt the issue.
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Annexure

Consolidated Financials

Profit & Loss Rs. in Cr.

Particulars Period ended Period ended Period ended
 31-Mar-18 31-Mar-17 31-Mar-16

Total Operating Income 302.17 169.23 122.25

Total Expenditure 194.21 123.57 94.51

Operating Profit 107.97 45.67 27.75

OPM% 35.73 26.98 22.69

Other Income 0.61 0.68 0.25

PBDIT 108.57 46.35 27.99

Depreciation 11.29 9.73 6.18

PBIT 97.28 36.62 21.81

Interest 1.99 2.78 2.07

PBT and Exceptional Items 95.29 33.84 19.75

Exceptional Items 0.11 0.04 0.04

PBT 95.18 33.80 19.71

Tax 33.42 11.79 6.82

PAT 61.87 22.05 12.92

Balance sheet is on next page
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Balance Sheet

Particulars As on 31-Mar-18 As on 31-Mar-17 As on 31-Mar-16

Non-current Assets 

Property, Plant and Equipment 68.98 67.75 50.02

Capital Work-in-Progress 46.23 3.56 6.46

Intangible Assets 0.38 0.04 0.07

Financial Assets 0.00 0.00 0.00

i. Trade Receivables 6.00 9.38 6.90

ii. Investments 0.13 0.00 0.00

iii. Loans 0.00 0.00 0.00

Iv. Other financial assets 29.34 16.36 11.56

Other non-current assets 4.77 5.99 11.65

Total Non- Current Assets 155.83 103.09 86.66

   

Current assets   

Inventories 17.50 0.00 0.00

Trade receivable 82.10 47.58 23.82

Cash & Cash Equivalents 0.59 13.62 0.54

Bank balances other than (iii) above 0.13 1.20 0.40

Loans 0.02 0.04 0.01

Others current financial assets 150.36 28.19 24.34

Other Current Assets 11.42 4.32 3.95

   

Total current assets 262.11 94.96 53.06

Total Assets  417.94 198.04 139.72

   

Non-current liabilities   

Borrowings 9.43 9.64 3.62

Provisions 0.28 0.37 0.23

Deferred tax Liabilities (Net) 1.04 0.60 0.52

Other Non-Current Liabilities 104.72 78.79 46.48

Total 115.47 89.40 50.85

   

Current liabilities   

Borrowings 16.70 0.00 7.84

Trade payables 136.73 43.70 37.63

Other Financial Liabilities 4.07 5.37 7.51

Other Current Liabilities 16.31 12.83 6.90

Provisions 0.14 0.02 0.02

Current Tax Liabilities 20.33 0.58 0.00

Total current liabilities 194.27 62.50 59.89

Total 309.74 151.89 110.74

NET Worth 108.19 46.15 28.98

Net worth represented by:   

Share capital 29.50 0.25 0.25

Reserves and surplus 78.49 45.90 28.73

Non-Controlling Interest 0.21 0.00 0.00

Net Worth 108.19 46.15 28.98

Rs. in Cr.



Corporate Office:

11/6B, Shanti Chamber,

Pusa Road, New Delhi - 110005

Tel: +91-11-30111000

www.smcindiaonline.com

E-mail: smc.care@smcindiaonline.com

Disclaimer: This Research Report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and doesn't construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to the investor. It is only for private circulation and use. 
The Research Report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. No action is solicited on the basis of the 
contents of this Research Report. The Research Report should not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person(s)in any form without prior written permission of the SMC. The contents of this material are 
general and are neither comprehensive nor inclusive. Neither SMC nor any of its affiliates, associates, representatives, directors or employees shall be responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person 
due to any action taken on the basis of this Research Report. It does not constitute personal recommendations or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs of an individual 
client or a corporate/s or any entity/s. All investments involve risk and past performance doesn't guarantee future results. The value of, and income from investments may vary because of the changes in the macro and 
micro factors given at a certain period of time. The person should use his/her own judgment while taking investment decisions. Please note that SMC its affiliates, Research Analyst, officers, directors, and employees, 
including persons involved in the preparation or issuance if this Research Report: (a) from time to time, may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of the subject company(ies) mentioned 
here in; or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the subject company(ies) discussed 
herein or may perform or seek to perform investment banking services for such company(ies) or act as advisor or lender/borrower to such subject company(ies); or (c) may have any other potential conflict of interest 
with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. All disputes shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Delhi High court.

SMC Global Securities Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “SMC”) is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) and is licensed to carry on the business of broking, depository services and related 

activities. SMC is a registered member of National Stock Exchange of India Limited, Bombay Stock Exchange Limited, MSEI (Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India Ltd) and M/s SMC Comtrade Ltd is a registered 

member of National Commodity and Derivative Exchange Limited and Multi Commodity Exchanges of India and other commodity exchanges in India. SMC is also registered as a Depository Participant with CDSL 

and NSDL. SMC’s other associates are registered as Merchant Bankers, Portfolio Managers, NBFC with SEBI and Reserve Bank of India. It also has registration with AMFI as a Mutual Fund Distributor. 

SMC is a SEBI registered Research Analyst having registration number INH100001849. SMC or its associates has not been debarred/ suspended by SEBI or any other regulatory authority for accessing /dealing in 

securities market. SMC or its associates or its Research Analyst or his relatives do not hold any financial interest in the subject company interest at the time of publication of this Report. SMC or its associates or its 

Research Analyst or his relatives do not hold any actual/beneficial ownership of more than 1% (one percent) in the subject company, at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this 

Report. SMC or its associates its Research Analyst or his relatives does not have any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this Report. 

SMC or its associates/analyst has not received any compensation from the subject company covered by the Research Analyst during the past twelve months. The subject company has not been a client of SMC 

during the past twelve months. SMC or its associates has not received any compensation or other benefits from the subject company covered by analyst or third party in connection with the present Research Report. 

The Research Analyst has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company covered by him/her and SMC has not been engaged in the market making activity for the subject company covered by 

the Research Analyst in this report.

The views expressed by the Research Analyst in this Report are based solely on information available publicly available/internal data/ other reliable sources believed to be true. SMC does not represent/ provide any 

warranty expressly or impliedly to the accuracy, contents or views expressed herein and investors are advised to independently evaluate the market conditions/risks involved before making any investment decision. 

The research analysts who have prepared this Report hereby certify that the views /opinions expressed in this Report are their personal independent views/opinions in respect of the subject company.
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Mumbai Office:

Lotus Corporate Park, A Wing  401 / 402 , 4th Floor , 

Graham Firth Steel Compound, Off Western 
Express Highway, Jay Coach Signal, Goreagon 
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Tel: 91-22-67341600, Fax: 91-22-67341697

Kolkata Office:

18, Rabindra Sarani, Poddar Court, Gate No-4,
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Tel.: 033 6612 7000/033 4058 7000
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